EMPOWER PEOPLE OF ALL ABILITIES

Our
Mission
Horizons works
in partnership
with families and
communities to expand
opportunities for
individuals with, or at
risk of, developmental
disabilities.

Essential Work

Direct Support Professionals (DSPs) are Essential Workers. They are caretakers, confidants, advocates, mentors, teachers, and health care workers. They are
skilled in medication administration, crisis prevention, mental health care, and
emergency evacuation. With the onset of COVID-19, the list of
DSP responsibilities and expectations has grown and changed
repeatedly, and the weight of what DSPs carry has multiplied
Horizons Routt
exponentially.

Just before COVID-19 hit the state, CCBs across Colorado
County Residential
were proactively engaged in the End The Wait Campaign to
Coordinator Meghan
increase system wide capacity and overall funding in order to
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provide comprehensive services for all adults with IDD. Part of
the proposed solution to ending the wait for services for more
transforming our
than 3,000 people was to increase compensation for DSPs.
service model in
When the pandemic hit, the inequity of the DD system was
exacerbated and End The Wait came to a halt. Some DD Medresponse to the
icaid programs were suspended and all have been dramaticalpandemic “has been
ly modified. The lives of people receiving services and those
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To stay current with the evolving nature of the pandemic and
best practices as recommended by the CDC and mandated
Horizons. Everything
by the Colorado Department of Health & Environment and the
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Colorado Department of Health Care Policy & Financing, Horizons writes and implements new policies regularly. What used
to be known and familiar has become unknown and foreign.
In the end, it is our DSPs who have complied with the most
arduous adjustments, assumed the greatest health risks, and accepted the most
personal sacrifices.
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Horizons Routt County Residential Coordinator Meghan McNamara says transforming our service model in response to the pandemic “has been the most
challenging thing I have dealt with in my 13 years at Horizons. Everything is brand
new.” Horizons has received an unprecedented number of directives from health
departments, but guidance around those mandates is not always black and white.
“We had to figure out how to implement and operationalize all the regulations and
determine if protocols would work across homes and counties.” The sheer number
of protocols written and trainings performed in such a short period of time felt like
crisis management in a world where life and death were in the balance.
With multiple rounds of vital monitoring, infection control processes, and management of proper social distancing, hand sanitizing, and mask wearing throughout
the day, DSPs have more to do than ever before. Sara Buccholz, House Coordinator
at Maple Street group home, acknowledges the tremendous responsibility that she
and other DSPs feel. Many DSPs struggle with the real and serious liability of bringing the virus into the homes. “We are afraid for ourselves,” Sara admits, “but we are
more afraid for the people we care for. We are their only exposure.”
That liability comes with a mental and emotional toll not confined to work hours.
DSPs have to limit their direct exposure to certain friends and family within county
lines, so even when they are not on shift, they are impacted by work. They see the
lack of flexibility and freedom in their personal lives mirrored at work. A reduced
range of activity, engagement, and choice make mental health and personal
well-being a real challenge for everyone in the home. Further, when DSPs used to
thrive on empowering people and advocating for personal freedoms, more and
more they find themselves enforcing mandated restrictions.
Horizons’ seven-unit independent living complex,
Soda Creek Apartments (SCA), is technically a group
home, but it functions like a Personal Care Assistance
model. Residents live on their own and are quite
independent. The loss of connection, though, is as
difficult as the loss of autonomy. “No one is allowed in
the same room, so we can’t do things together like we
used to,” SCA Coordinator Cathryn Marie says. “Even
though we see each person individually, there’s no human contact.” DSPs at SCA have to follow all COVID-19
protocols in each of the seven apartments. It’s extremely time consuming and emotionally taxing. There are
fewer fun things to do and less time to do them. “We
don’t want to overlook anything related to COVID

because we’re the ones keeping others safe. The accountability is stressful and it
constantly weighs on the heart and conscience.”
Colleen Sherwood, Team Coordinator at Rainbow House, explains that the hardest thing has been not being able to see facial expressions because of the masks
and not being able to socialize outside the home. Although there have been
challenges and a multitude of new protocols, Colleen says they try to maintain a
sense of normalcy as much as possible. Jes McMillan, Moffat County Adult Community Coordinator, recognizes the significance of the DSP role since COVID-19.
“These uncertain times are not easy for any of us,” Jes says, “but the pandemic
has had the biggest impact on the individuals we care for and the ones who are
on the frontline providing that care.” DSPs have to tell parents they can’t hug their
children. They have to tell people they can’t attend family gatherings. “DSPs have
to mend broken hearts and heal shattered hopes. They’re the real MVPs.”
As DSP work has completely changed, so has the spectrum of Horizons Adults
Services. Our residential program was amped up under lockdown, but other
programs such as Supported Employment, Transportation, Day Program, and
Supported Living Services (SLS) were suspended entirely. Our agency priority of
maintaining employment was possible because of DSPs’ ability to step into new
roles and embrace the learning curve.
Because Medicaid suspended SLS activities deemed non-essential to daily living for individuals without familial support, SLS DSPs were essentially out of work.
It was the residential program that allowed them to continue working. “SLS staff
were able to fill shifts in group homes and take over some of the responsibilities
residential staff could no longer do due to policy restrictions or time constraints,”
SLS & CES Program Coordinator Shanda Sullins said. “Residential DSPs have been
consumed by newly added duties, leaving little to no time for required paperwork,
documentation, or billing. SLS staff stepped in. The two programs, even across
counties, were able to come together as one.”
Though it has been both onerous and full of adversity for DSPs’ home lives,
schedules, and physical, mental, and emotional health, COVID-19 has presented
opportunities for creativity. Sylvia McFeaters, Moffat County SLS Coordinator, has
used technology to introduce virtual platforms for mentorship and game nights.
Time on smartphones and Zoom has allowed people to ask questions and voice
frustrations. “The pandemic has really given us the chance to think outside the
box. We felt that lack of connection and it challenged us to find new ways to support people. In general, DSPs find a way to make things happen,” Shanda says.
Knowing that some people in SLS have not been supported as they were
pre-pandemic is difficult. “We know how pivotal Horizons is. Emotionally, it’s hard
to accept that people can’t receive the services they rely on for structure, consistency, and connection.” That emotion hurts, but it has also proven to be a catalyst
for positive change.
As we celebrate the 30th Anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act,
COVID-19 has shed a light on how far we have come and how far we have yet to
go. The pandemic stopped us in our tracks and alerted us to the strengths and
weaknesses within our DD system. As we work to re-create a new and equitable
normal, we hope compassionate care, persistence, and innovation will not only
keep the people in our programs safe and healthy, but also continue to make
systemic strides to End The Wait, remember Forgotten Faces, and reward the
forgotten frontline.

Program Approved
Agencies in Horizons’
Five County
Service Area:

ABC Behavioral Services
ACT
Alternative Choice Residential
Assisted Cycling Tours
Behavior Services of the Rockies
Clear Creek Behavior Services
Colorado Residential Solutions
Consultants for Children
Continuum Autism Spectrum Alliance
Cottonwood Community Alternatives
Eagles Nest Group Center
Empowering Independence
Insight Behavior Partnership
Maura Stack Oden
Overture
Sample Supports

Telehealth and
Connection

Horizons’ Early Intervention (EI) and Day Programs have responded
to COVID-19 by being innovative. Previous to the pandemic, our Early
Intervention team was using telehealth to provide speech therapy to
children in Rio Blanco County. It was successful, and they considered adding
telehealth to IFSPs to provide services to sick kids and reduce inefficiencies of
winter travel time. Once COVID-19 hit Colorado, in-home Early Intervention
visits were suspended by the state. All Horizons therapists and service
coordinators registered for telehealth service training through EI Colorado,
and we began virtual visits.
“We started brainstorming what therapy was going to look like through a
screen, what materials we needed, and how to set up our home offices,” Routt
and Moffat Child and Family Services Coordinator Michelle Hoza said. The EI
team experimented with different platforms such as Google Meet, FaceTime,
Zoom, and audio call. Director of Service Coordination Lindsey Garey created
fillable online therapy notes for providers to fill out immediately after sessions
and email to the family to review.
Families already enrolled in EI therapy adjusted quickly to teletherapy.
“Families missed seeing the provider in person,” Michelle explained, “but
they learned the value of a coaching model of therapy.” Because our Physical
and Occupational Therapists could not touch children to move their bodies
certain ways, parents were empowered to take a more direct, active role. Jodi
Glaisher started using a therapy doll named Susie to show parents how to
manipulate the child’s body. Depending on parents’ level of confidence with
manipulations, therapists offered one long or two shorter sessions per week.
Our Speech Therapists called on creativity in presenting their materials
virtually. They needed to connect with the child through the screen. Not all
children could stay focused interacting solely through the computer for an
entire session (otherwise known as Zoom fatigue). So therapists initiated
contactless deliveries of manipulatives so both parties could work with the
same physical materials at the same time. Therapists shared lots of ideas with
parents and caregivers on skills and activities to work on for the week.
Two challenges with virtual visits are internet connection and Zoom fatigue,
but families have been pleasantly surprised how well their children can be
evaluated online. “Therapists across all five counties have done a great job
of doing evaluations and relying on parent report,” Michelle says. “EI has
become much more of a coaching model emphasizing family routine. That
has always been a goal of ours because the benefits of therapy aren’t limited
to the therapy session alone.”
Horizons’ Day Programs have experienced similar challenges and
successes. When the state suspended Day Programs mid-March, life was
abruptly interrupted. For many adults who attend, Day Program is not only
the place where learning and skill building take place, it is also the hub of
social connection. It is a place of purpose outside the home, one that breeds
confidence that carries out into the community.
Leah Helme, Routt County Day Program Coordinator, initially “envisioned
a technology roll out, but then there were issues with connectivity. People
didn’t have technology or the technology they had wasn’t compatible with
the software we wanted to use.” Some people used their stimulus checks to
purchase iPads, and Horizons invested in laptops for each group home so
Day Program lessons could happen online, at home, and individually.

Telehealth and Connection cont...

Telehealth and Connection cont...

As part of the new normal, Horizons’ adult programs were collaborating and
merging. In Routt County, residential DSPs were implementing Day Program
curriculum—another duty on their list—and that came with a technical learning
curve. Leah trained those who weren’t already familiar with Google Calendar,
Google Classroom, and Zoom. Day Program and DSPs had to figure out how
much time this new approach would take and how it could be carried out for
each individual.
While the goal was to keep learning and to stay connected through
technology, an advantage of the virtual platform has been data collecting. “We
can pinpoint exactly where people are in their skills,” Leah explained. “It’s real
time data, and we’ve seen improvements in certain areas.” Another benefit has
been individuals requesting specific topics for learning, like Greek mythology
or World War I. “That’s a huge positive change,” Leah said. “Because we
weren’t restricted by an existing structure, we rebuilt Milestones to be even
more person-centered.”
In Moffat County’s Breeze Street Learning Center, modifying for COVID-19
looked a little different. Deb Kirby, Moffat County Day Program Coordinator,
said they tried to engage participants through the use of technology but
quickly found one-on-one, hands-on, interactive projects to be significantly
more valuable. “We introduced technology as a means to socialize and we
had success with Zoom game nights,” Deb said. “But we needed to be more
creative.” Moffat County Day Program lessons that proved to be most fruitful
were ultimately the ones that were most person-centered. “Considering each
person’s skills and interests, we found projects like planting seeds, taking road
trips, and building bird houses to be effective.”
Deb’s experience with technology in Moffat County Day Program is
a relevant reminder that everyone thrives in different ways. During this
pandemic, technology has enabled children to keep reaching crucial
developmental milestones and adults to keep cultivating rewarding life
skills. Technology has facilitated service delivery and bolstered the impact of
many services for many people. But what has allowed Horizons’ programs to
continue to deliver results in every day’s new normal is the commitment to
creativity and innovation while adapting to unforeseen challenges.

Make
Meaningful
Connections

Public Health

Kari Ladrow, Public Health Director

Advocate
for
Autonomy

The first two presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 in the Yampa Valley
were confirmed on Friday, March 13th, 2020. It was a day Kari Ladrow, Director
of Public Health for both Moffat and Routt Counties at the time, remembers
distinctly:
“It was the moment we had all prepared for yet dreaded at the same time. It
somehow felt like a failure that we weren’t able to keep the virus from entering
the valley, even though we knew it was just a matter of time. We had been
preparing since January by sending educational information out to community
partners, including Horizons. We continued to learn more about the virus, and
we were tracking the John Hopkins University COVID-19 website moment
by moment. I was in contact with Horizons Executive Director Tatum Heath
and Horizons Quality Assurance Coordinator Yvonne Truelove (who has been
managing emergency response efforts in both counties). Everyone was working
around the clock to be ready for this day.
The Emergency Operations Center and Incident Command Centers in both
Routt and Moffat Counties were initiated early on with the incredible leadership
of Mo DeMorat and Mike Cochran. The County Commissioners in both counties
were ready to respond. We were blessed with the gifts of time and preparation,
and we established a regular testing regimen and partnerships with community
entities serving vulnerable populations. I had some difficult decisions to make
because testing supplies and staff were severely limited and we had to prioritize
where our resources would be allocated. It made sense to me to allocate the
most resources to those who were at the highest risk for fatality and severe
complications. Our Public Health Medical Officer, Dr. Harrington, and I moved
forward with that as our strategy.”
For Public Health Nurses Olivia Scheele (Moffat County RN), Michele Lewis
(Former Routt County RN), Jessica Baker (Routt County Contract RN), Julie Scholl
(Routt County Contract RN), Shelia Schoeberlein (Former Routt County Contract
RN), Carissa Peterson (Routt County Contract RN), and Jane Davis (Routt County
Contract RN), COVID-19 testing has been both an act of service and a calling.
They have suited up in full Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) throughout
the pandemic in order to test at community testing sites as well deliver
supplies to vulnerable populations as needed. Their own lives being at risk has
been a concern secondary to caring for the community. Jennifer Campbell,
Epidemiologist, was hired through May as the Vulnerable Populations Task Force
Lead by Routt County to pay particular attention to vulnerable populations.
Jennifer partnered with Yvonne Truelove and the Public Health Department to
assess readiness, supplies, and logistics of potential outbreaks. Kari Ladrow has
continued the Vulnerable Populations Task Force contact on a weekly basis with
the support of Dr. Brian Harrington and Karrie Littman of Routt County.
To meet requirements set by the Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment, Yvonne Truelove has spent the majority of her time responding to
COVID-19 mandates. Since mid-March, she has met with state and county health
departments weekly and has worked to acquire PPE and secure regular testing
for people enrolled in Horizons programs as well as staff who provide care.

Public Health Cont...
According to Yvonne:
“Horizons takes every precaution we can to ensure
the health and safety of the people in our programs. As
our population is considered vulnerable and medically
fragile, we follow all policies set by state and federal
Public Health officials and the CDC. We work closely
with county Public Health leaders who have been
invaluable in protecting the people we serve. Because
we offer care to adults with IDD living in group home
settings and people who may not have the ability to
fully protect themselves, we are diligent about wearing
masks, washing hands, social distancing, medical
screening, and regular testing and rely on others to do
the same. At the end of the day, we know we are only as
healthy as the rest of our community.”
Tatum Heath, Horizons Executive Director since
January 2020, believes “the sheer volume of guidance
from Public Health, Governor Polis, the CDC, and Health
Care Policy and Financing has been staggering. Our
Adult Program Director Madeline Landgren has done
an exceptional job of assimilating all of this direction
into accessible protocols for our entire agency to use.
This leadership, in combination with the incredible work
of Direct Support Professionals and managers on the
front lines, has allowed us to keep the people we serve
in group settings safe and healthy.”
Kari Ladrow, Public Health Director, spent nine
years as a Community Coordinator for The Resource
Exchange, the Community Centered Board for El Paso,

Teller and Park Counties and is very familiar with a
mission of building independence for people with IDD.
She was drawn to the field of public health after also
working for a large national hospital network for ten
years but states protecting the most vulnerable while
maintaining dignity and relationships has been at the
forefront of her COVID-19 response efforts. “It has been
a difficult balance to maintain the dignity of risk and
socio-emotional impacts of this virus with the potential
for catastrophic consequences. When I was in the
eighth grade, I determined it was my role in life to serve
others and to use my gifts to impact the community.
This pandemic is just another way that life mission
has come to fruition. I am fortunate to be surrounded
by inspiring community partners and hospitals who
have been by our side as well as leadership from
elected officials who have supported the emphasis on
vulnerable population protection. The mission of Public
Health is to positively impact the social determinants of
health to assist our community members with achieving
their best life. Horizons continues to be a valued
partner to Public Health, and our commitment to one
another and the valley is steadfast. We will continue
regular COVID-19 screenings for asymptomatic carriers,
supplies, discussions, and mutual information sharing
as thought partners.”
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Gratitudes

Horizons’ first ever Rio Blanco Holiday Wreath Making Workshop was
held on Sunday, December 8th from 3-5pm at Meeker Coworking Community! Annie Ellis from Flora Bellas guided friends and supporters through
the wreath making process. Ma Famiglia provided delicious desserts, Wendll’s Wondrous Things provided hot drinks, and Blanco Cellars provided
spirits for special holiday drinks. Thanks to all who came to support Rio
Blanco County Early Intervention and Family Support programs!

We’re so grateful for the time, energy, commitment, and generosity
of Chris Jones and the Bank of Colorado for making Horizons Holiday
Gift Drive a success. Thank you to everyone who donated gifts for the
people we support!

Thank you to Steamboat Resort and Go Alpine for safely delivering
over-the-top savory meals right to the front doors of people in our
Supported Living Services. Your community spirit during COVID-19
has been invaluable!
Due to COVID-19, Horizons’
annual Moffat County Pick a Dish
Fundraiser was canceled. Even
though we couldn’t celebrate
together with delicious food, we
are extremely grateful for our
sponsors who continue to support
Moffat County Adult Services. We
appreciate you BTN Communications, Yampa Valley Bank, Flint Personnel, Trapper Mine, Cook Chevrolet,
and H&R Block. And thank you to our partnering restaurants for your
continued culinary inspiration: Carelli’s, Gino’s, Hiway 40 Lodge & Grille,
KS Kreations, Rocky Mountain Chuck Wagon, Schneegas Catering,
Seasoned Brisket, and Vallarta’s.
We’re so grateful to George and Barbara Eidsness of Transwest Truck
Trailer RV, Bill and Danny Hayden of Hayden Mercantile, and Adam Wilson
at Ventra Bank for donating thousands of pounds of locally grown steer,
swine, and goat for our Residential and Day Programs! And thank you
Mountain Valley Bank for processing the meat!

Marc Swanson and Steamboat Ace Hardware have been working hard
to support local businesses and nonprofits during this pandemic. Ace has
consistently donated much needed Personal Protective Equipment to
Horizons. Thank you for supporting our community! We can’t wait until
our work crew can get back to work at the store!

Support Horizons
Susan Mizen Legacy Endowment Fund

This fund was established in honor of Susan Mizen, Horizons’ Executive Director from 1995 through 2019. Susan’s character, integrity, and respect for all created a culture committed to supporting
individuals on their own path to success. The Susan Mizen Legacy
Endowment Fund is intended to promote equity, inclusion, and opportunity and to advocate for autonomy and self-determination.
To make a donation to the Susan Mizen Legacy Endowment Fund
1. WRITE A CHECK TO: Yampa Valley Community Foundation
2. MAIL TO:
Yampa Valley Community Foundation
P.O. Box 881869
Steamboat Springs, CO 80488
Please note in the memo that the donation is allocated for
the Susan Mizen Legacy Endowment Fund
3. OR DONATE ONLINE:
https://yvcf.org/horizons-specialized-services-endowment-2/

Congratulations

In March, Moffat County Adult Community
Coordinator Jesica McMillan was honored
as one of Moffat County’ 20 under 40. Jes
was recognized as a leader of her generation for her compassion and advocacy in
the field of IDD.

Do you expect a state
income tax refund?

Now you can give some or all of it to the
charity of your choice. It’s simple, fast and puts
you in charge of where your donation goes.

In January, Routt County Early Intervention moved to our new space located at
1475 Pine Grove Road, Suite 201 (right
above Steamboat Medical Group).
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P.O. Box 774867 (Mail)
405 Oak Street
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

HORIZONS
OFFICES
Central Administration Office
P.O. Box 774867 (Mail)
405 Oak Street
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.879.4466 Phone
970.870.0334 Fax

Routt Family Services
P.O. Box 774867 (Mail)
430 Yampa Avenue
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.871.8558 Phone
970.870.8568 Fax

Routt County
Adult Day Program
P.O. Box 774867 (Mail)
100 Park Avenue
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
970.871.4800 Phone
970.871.6013 Fax

Moffat Adult
& Family Services
P.O. Box 1483 (Mail)
439 Breeze, Suite 100
Craig, CO 81626
970.824.7804 Phone
970.824.2643 Fax

Rio Blanco Services
P.O. Box 2114 (Mail)
685 Main Street, Suite #1
Meeker, CO 81641
970.878.3196 Phone
970.878.3196 Fax

Grand & Jackson Services
P.O. Box 186 (Mail)
81 West Jasper
Granby, CO 80446
970.557.3380 Phone
970.557.3381 Fax

How You Can Help
Make an online contribution at
horizonsnwc.org or coloradogives.org

Planned Giving
Planned Giving allows you to distribute assets to family
members and organizations. You can leave a legacy
through wills, gift annuities, charitable trusts, pooled income trusts, and life
insurance. Your legacy can support Horizons and those who depend on us
for care long into the future. For more information on planned giving, please
contact Horizons at 970.879.4466 x 108 to speak to Tatum Heath, Executive
Director, or talk to your accountant or attorney.

WE BELIEVE IN:

• The paramount importance of health and safety.
• A never ending quest for creative solutions.
• Fostering growth and independence.
• The power of Early Intervention to change lives.
• Compassion and respect for every person and in everything we do.

970.879.4466 • www.horizonsnwc.org

